
Starting with Angular 4

Modality: On Demand

Duration: 3 Hours

About this course:

In the first place, we should have an understanding of what is Angular 4 is. Angular, or Angular JS, is
an auxiliary structure for dynamic web applications. This means that it helps transform simple HTML
into cool web applications that really stuff (instead of simply remaining static as a basic educational
site would do), by utilizing it as a layout at that point stretching out its sentence structure to
communicate segments. Angular 4 is the freshest and latest 'significantly patched up' form. Web
structures can be sufficiently troublesome to get your head around under the most favorable
circumstances. With regards to Angular, it may be particularly testing to keep up; new forms are
released bi-annually, and although the most recent version is Angular 4, there wasn't really an '
Angular 3'! Try not to be confused. This online course will clarify everything.

The normal compensation for Front End Web Developer is $102,143 every year.

Course Objective:

 

After finishing this course, learners will be able to:

 

Figure out how to code with TypeScript and use its features of data typing
Comprehend and utilize Angular's Component paradigm
Code a Project of Angular with an Online IDE
Practice Angular's powerful features of data binding
Utilize improved Pipes of Angular to transform displayed data
Compose Components with Component Nesting capabilities of Angular
Execute Services in an Angular application
Compose Components with Component Nesting capabilities of Angular
Execute Routing in Angular
Modularize an application with the system of Angular's Module.

 

Targeted Audience: 

 

This course is planned for:
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Web developers who build and design the solutions of UI/UX for the web and mobile.
Developers who need to structure with Angular as simply as they can with other frameworks
of JavaScript.

Prerequisites:

Prior to taking this course, a learner should preferably (however not completely) some involvement
with have: Creating web UI's with typical tools of JavaScript (for example Bootstrap, AngularJS,
ASP.NET, jQuery, and so on.) Programming with a typical scripting language or object-oriented (for
example C#, PHP, Python, Java, and so on.) development of JavaScript for complete customer-side
solutions.

Recommended requirements courses:

JavaScript and jQuery Basics

Learn to Program in Java

Course Outline:

Welcome to Starting With Angular 4
Let's Get Started
Angular Components
Angular Routing
Angular Services
Angular Modules
Styling Angular
Directives & Pipes
Course Conclusion
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